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My name is Francis James. I’m an openly gay man who has been out for 36 years.
I’m a former HIV/AIDS activist, gay rights activist, and HIV/AIDS Lobbyist. I
hold an BA with Honors is English and an MFA in Creative Writing and am the
author of 3 self-published books and working on my fourth. I stumbled unto the
word pussyboy accidently in March of 2020 after watching a Devin Franco video
where the word pussy was used (insert Devin Franco video here). I them began
research into the topic and thinking behind it and very quickly realized I’ve
identified that way my entire gay life.
According to Wiktionary.org Pussyboy is defined as a bottom gay man, usually a
younger, submissive and hairless male. But it is so much more than too brief
nondescript definition. A pussyboy main focus is his “pussy” or medical lingo his
rectum. It is his source of pleasure. It his main sexual organ as his true pleasure
comes from being the passive partner in male on male sexual acts. He may have
prostrate orgasms, which for him are more than enough and it is not about
ejaculation but being submissive and passive to the top he serving.



If there’s one thing I’ve learned on this journey it’s that there’s no room for
shame. It can only hold you back from experiencing something wonderful. Selfacceptance is key!



For me, a pussyboy is a term that describes a boy who has let go of his desires in
order to satisfy others and please those who wish to be dominant towards the
pussyboy. This is especially true for me, as when it comes to dominate men I
never have any desire to be satisfied, as my pleasure source is knowing that I am
making the man happy. I think the number one rule a pussyboy should have is:
Always focus on the man you are serving and his pleasure. Know that your
satisfaction does not matter. (insert VikingMuscleXXX video here)
To me there is nothing more pleasing than knowing that I have successfully
brought happiness to a man through sexual intimacy. This is where I believe the
line between sub and dom lies. The Dom gains pleasure through what the sub
does, and the sub gains pleasure through how the Dom responds through the Subs
actions. Now of course not everyone is the same, but to me this is how I get
satisfaction out of intimate relationships.
The perfect fuck is unequal. One fucks, one gets fucked. One offers him self up
to be used, and the other gratefully uses him. Both are happy this way. This
makes sense. Imagine a pyramid. In a hierarchy, there are fewer people at the top,
and many more at the bottom. When you've accepted your role, you free yourself
to be the best faggot you can and to live true to yourself. Self-acceptance is sexy
as hell.







Humility is a virtue. So is empathy. Exemplary faggots develop these qualities,
and focus on service to well-chosen, deserving, Superior males. There is
enormous satisfaction in the realization that it's not "about me." A generosity of
spirit that allows us to focus on the well-being of others. These qualities, when
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cultivated, also spill over into serving humanity and the amazing web of life on
this amazing planet.
For me, being on my knees before a man feels natural. The desire to submit is
innate. It has always been there, and finally acting on it was liberating. There is
nothing wrong with accepting inferiority. We are not equal and that's fine. In
service there is fulfillment.
Discourage use of his (the passive’s) cock. Every time he uses his cock he is
experiencing pleasure as a Top. He’s neglecting his pussy and learning to get
off with his cock instead. If you aren’t into the whole BDSM and chastity
scene, encourage him to hold back from masturbating. Encourage him to finger
himself instead. If you are in bed together and he is trying to masturbate, push
his hands away so he gets used to sexual pleasure without associating it with
his cock. When you fuck him make sure he is focused on the sensations his
pussy is giving him by not allowing him to masturbate during sex. Fuck him in
a position that is difficult for him to do so such as face down on the bed. Buy
him jocks so that his cock is hidden away and minimized but his pussy and ass
is on display and have sex while he wears these so he learns that his cock is not
necessary for good sex. Very controversially, encourage him to think that his
cock is small or even useless because it is only meant to pee and not to fuck.
Fucking is reserved for Men/Daddies/Tops not for a boy. If he is caught
touching his dick, act disappointed, so he feels shame when he touches himself
there. Of course if you are in a BDSM relationship then there are many options
available to you to reinforce this notion that boy touching him cock is bad whether through chastity or punishment.
Make him feel good about his pussy. All “boys” are naturally self-conscious
and worried about what their Top thinks about them. By telling him how
beautiful and delicious his pussy is, and letting him know how much you love it
as often as you can, he will gain confidence in his pussy and be much more
comfortable in showing it off and using it. Reinforce behavior which. glorifies
his pussy and puts it at the forefront of his sexual pleasure and identity. Much
like you are trying to promote a feeling of the forbidden and negative towards
his cock in my previous point. Here you are trying to promote feelings of
desirability and positivity surrounding his pussy and being a pussyboy.
Give him pleasure through his pussy. If you want him to be a true bottom and
love it, you need to make sure he is feeling satisfied enough anally to forget
about his dick. Casually grab his ass cheeks. Rub his pussy when kissing. Play
with it during foreplay and ignore his cock completely. If you truly love boypussy then you will lick, suck and eat it out and make him moan like in heat
and beg for your cock. When you do come round to fucking it, make sure you
drive him wild through the fuck and aim to give him an anal/prostate orgasm if
possible. When he does have an anal/prostate orgasm, kiss him. Congratulate
him. Make him feel proud for being a good bottom. Remember that especially
for a young “boy” to ignore his cock and try to experience pleasure through his
pussy alone is a VERY difficult task. That means that as a Top you need to be
up to the task of giving him the satisfaction necessary for him to feel that it is
worth all the trouble and denial he is going through. He needs to know and
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understand that this is his pleasure spot and not something to be ashamed of,
but is something he should flaunt to his advantage.
Sissification of Gay Men


For some gay bottom gay men being a pussyboy is not enough, but also
embrace feminine things like hose/silk stockings and garters, lacey panties,
high-heel shoes, or other things that are deemed girlie; as some, but not all,
pussyboys celebrate the idea of being and appearing more passive (which
society does at large for cis women). This should not be seen as a slight or
disrespect of women for it is not but like women as “true” bottoms our pleasure
comes from anal intercourse and servicing the men in our lives and that alone.
Each relationship is different and there are no right or wrong answers, just
venues to be persued.
a. Some gay bottom men even adapt further language to embrace this
idea; for example being “Daddy’s good girl”. Some even take the term
of fucking and re-term the word into “cunting or being cunted” the act
of becoming, or being an open and willing cunt at all times, to be
fucked and even bred. If breeding is part of your scene please have an
open and honest conversation about your sexual histories before doing
so, and please consider PREP if you feel you are at risk for contracting
HIV/AIDS or use condoms if you are uncomfortable with the
aforementioned. ("Whose Daddy’s girl” meme & "Call it Daddy pride
but my princess is one sexy cumdump” meme)
b. The idea can be carried further if the m2m sexual experience is
“bareback” as the passive can view that act, and it’s nonwithdrawal/breeding as insemination. Taking the tops/daddy’s baby
batter. This idea can also be taken to the point that if it is the bottom
is the one who initiates the start of sex that he is “fertile/ovulating”.
Thus also further feminizing the bottom. A role in which the
bottoms may flourish. It’s not that we want to become physically
women but taking on “girlie” traits. Again this is not something
every one does but a further fetish of the above ideas. (My pussy
stuffed with Daddy’s seed meme)
c. Language and the use of language, especially something seen as a
negative; faggot, bitch, cunt, snatch, twat, whore, slut, cumdump,
sissy, girlie-boy or a combination of terms like: bitchboy. For many
of us--- and especially if you know us well--- can become positive
language and terms, and yes even a sexual turn on during sexual
intercourse. For some within our community this is also
controversial. (That’s my bitch” meme)
d. There has to be the opposite side of the “girlie-boy”, which in my
thinking is butch pussyboy: the leather bottom boy, the submissive.
The one who appears more masculine in appearance and attitude than
his counterparts but still identifies his pleasure the same way, through
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his “pussy”. The only clear examples of this in gay media outlets are in
porn especially in fisting porn where language may support the terms
pussy or cunt. However, in this frame of thinking the “language” stops
there, as the passive is seen as a boy, not quiet yet a “man”. (Cuntboy
meme & Fuck My Pussy Daddy meme)




When we accept our role, we're completely free to be our best selves! Ignoring
my natural inclination to serve will not make me anything other than a faggot. I
know who I am, I've accepted who I am, and now there's nothing stopping me
from living my best life.
I also want to encourage all of you out there to reach out to your fellow brothers.
You are clearly not alone out here. Take comfort in the fact that you have a huge
community of like-minded individuals. There is the potential for a large support
system here. Talk to each other, offer encouragement, advice, and tips. If you are
lucky enough to serve together, so much the better.
Shame









Our global society shames us enough, add to this being a “sissy” or as a “bottom”
and the problem is compounded. It’s a heteronormative influenced form of
discrimination
But, why do we within the LGBTQIA+ community have to further marginalize
and shame our own for who and what we are? What is it that we really fear?
a. We live in a society that has to create labels that generalize groups of
people, in order to claim one is better than the other. Obviously the one that they
claim is better, is the one in which they put themselves.
Without bottoms there is not much need for tops, and visa versa, but bottoms are
seen as pariahs. That our needs to be submissive, passive, the one being
penetrated makes us less in the eyes of society. What needs to be understood is
that “we” as the bottoms and yes even our tops see us that way, sexually, but there
is a huge difference being seen that way, versus as an outcast/less than by the
larger society. We play a role, nothing more. We willing yield to the authority of
another; and are unresistingly or humbly obedient.
The bigger question for me has always been why aren’t we as men who have sex
with men doing more to end the shaming? Why do we allow it to happen? What
could the gay or even bi porn industry do differently to help promote this idea of
inclusivity and why aren’t they? This misogyny can be linked to our communities
need of hyper masculine behavior due to shared generational trauma of the HIV
epidemic and social constructs as well as our own internalized perceptions and
insecurity of having undesirable qualities of not fitting into hyper-masculine
qualities.
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